COMTek, a global telecommunications services provider, develops and maintains critical telecommunications and IT infrastructure installations for the Department of Defense, the Intelligence community and other critical agencies of the federal government, in key locations, including Iraq and Afghanistan.

**Best of Breed Technology, Fast Turnarounds, Responsive Service**

COMTek has built a reputation for delivering secure, reliable provisioning, highly responsive service and innovative, customized solutions—quickly and cost effectively. What’s more, we back up all of our solutions with an array of top quality support options, including Help Desk, NOC, and custom engineering and design. COMTek was also first in the United States to deliver Broadband over Powerlines (BPL) to customers on a city-wide basis.

**Optical Transport Services**

COMTEK offers a complete choice of optical technologies, added features, and converged capabilities, including SONET. Supported protocols include DS1, DS3, OC-3, OC-12, OC-48 and OC-192 as well as Ethernet services with data rates between 10 Mbps and 10 Gbps. What’s more, COMTek’s optical transport services meet the highest standards of optical performance, reliability and network security. We provide a full array of security measures, including encryption, dual building entrances, protected circuits, redundant facilities, and 24/7 network monitoring.
Carrier Ethernet & MPLS Services

COMTek delivers Ethernet over SDH/SONET and Ethernet over Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) solutions with the reliability, scale and management capabilities vital to high-bandwidth, mission-critical communications. COMTek also provides MPLS services, a cost-effective wide area network solution that connects all of an enterprise’s locations via a secure, scalable network infrastructure.

COMTek’s Network spans the globe

Internet Access Services

Internet services are delivered though COMTek’s robust fiber optic network, which supports a full array of transport services, including Broadband services Digital Subscriber Lines (DSL), Cable broadband, Microwave Access, and 3G/4G wireless services.

Wireless Services

COMTek is a leader in the design, implementation and maintenance of wireless networks including Fixed Wireless (Point-to-Point and Multi-Point), mesh, WiFi (carrier and enterprise) and the latest 3G/4G wireless technology.

COMTek supports vital communications for Federal Government customers including:

- US Department of State
- US Department of Homeland Security
- US Department of the ARMY
- National Communications System
- US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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